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José Moreira da Silva, here seen with
Francisco Castro Rego, Fire Paradox Project Coordinator (on his right), was one of
the most outstanding fire professionals
of all times in the world. He started his
career as a normal forester, with - as
one of his main tasks - being in charge
of prohibiting the use of fire. During his
career he has initiated a unique preventive fire management system by means of
using fire application in Minho and in the
Northern Portuguese forests.
He has developed and (above all)
created and applied a contingency plan
against wildfires by means of applying

prescribed burning to thousands of hectare of pine forest.
At the age of 86, he was still an amazingly “light-footed” and energetic man.
Last year - after having undergone an
operation - he had developed an infection that we know now “extinguished his
inner fire”. He has left us part of his tremendous kindness, his ability to socialize
and to criticize with his wide experience.
This newsletter can in fact be regarded as a contribution to his historical influence on the European Mediterranean
forests.
François Binggeli

National and International perception about the use of fire
Events and present time topics, directly interrelated with the use of fire, are only some
of the matters of interest that you can find in this newspaper. News related to the
use of fire will be highlighted, and its prevention as well as fire fighting matters – at
a national and international scale - will have as objective to advise people what is happening in this field: There will be news on research, training, prescribed burning and
wildfire suppression. You can find a range of exciting fire-related material on all these
pages, from countries such as Portugal and as far afield as Argentina. The emphasis
will all the time be on the well-known Fire Paradox philosophy: “Fire is a bad master
but a good servant”.
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“Fire Paradox” Language
To discuss, debate, train (and be trained)
together with the wise use of fire, is the
logo for “Fire Paradox”. To share and
exchange experiences, to learn and subsequently develop new methodology, are
the main goals of this Project, which is
aiming to benefit the society and the politics around integrated fire management.
Support and exchange of experience between professionals from different countries; meetings, seminars and conferences between researchers from different
regions and practical training courses in
the field, all unite under the umbrella of
a more and more “integrated language”,
by focusing on the use of fire as a specialized management tool.
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THE RICHNESS OF DIVERSITY
François Binggeli

T

he following pages are aimed especially at the fire fighting professionals that
use fire in the natural environment. Even
during training, they prepare themselves
to use these techniques, either by means
of preventative measures or in fire fighting,
seasonally or throughout the year.
«Living and working with fire» is the
editorial headline of this newspaper for
fire professionals. However, this information is also available to all specialist forest
and nature conservation professionals.
Ideally to be a monthly publication,
this will depend on the weather, the
operational environment and current
unexpected events. Our main priority
is always to be present in the field, and
our goal is «to inform, in order to better
proceed» without restraining our action,
whenever necessary!
Diversity dictates our own profession,
which sometimes can be as A-typical as
varied. We come across it in all stages
of our paths, as surgeons of the natural
open space, from prescription up to a
post-operative phase. We live in a diversified land, vegetation, and topography. We
also have to deal with diversified weather
conditions, climates, and climatic seasons. There are diversified professional
and training backgrounds, certainties and
uncertainties of experience achieved. We
also have to deal with a range of goals,
strategies, ambitions or even antagonisms: Diversified social-economical environments, institutional incompatibilities
and different national, regional and local
environments. Our diversity is also historical of nature, particularly in the use
of fire. This is being written all over our
planet: Between legality and illegality, between repression and legitimacy. Finally,
we also live in a diversity of cultures, vo-

« Paradox », expression of “diversified contexts” from those
who live and work with fire, such as here in Portugal

cabulary, expression, concepts and a confusing spread of languages, in Europe and
Mediterranean countries.
Through challenges, suggested controversies and implemented politics, Paradox
will also work as an echo for the diversified purposes, in what concerns the use of
fire: Such as fire as used by our ancestors,
(especially in rural areas), and fire as one
of the main sources of the “greenhouse
effect” (particularly when it is used in colonized tropical forests). Lastly, fire has to
be introduced to public communities as a
gateway to reduce the impact of forest fire
and, therefore to reduce CO2 emissions.
This communication tool is enhanced
thanks to the dynamic visions of the Fire
Paradox European programme and its
wide network, which extends, from South
Africa to Finland, from Argentina to Mongolia. The passionate «Fire Paradox» will
be the horizon on which our ambition is
to respect and share this richness.
To listen, to collect testimonies, to

search in the field for new experiences,
to call on the pioneers who still act and
speak regardless public and political
opinion, to communicate with those who
are isolated by geography and to explore
international press exposure, should be
our motto. Always considering priorities,
we will also be aware that we do not have
exhaustive means of doing this. Yet we
feel confident that you are the readers
and our most motivated co-workers.
From this 1st issue onward, we are
going to publish this newspaper in 6 languages: Portuguese, Spanish, French,
Italian, Greek and in English, so that the
information can be available to as many
fire fighting professionals as possible.
Keeping in mind our wide range of “mother tongues”. This type of commitment
brings up a readers and co-workers community, spread all over our continents.
And now a highlight of Fire Paradox
breaking news.
François Binggeli

Please follow this guide!
Made up of short articles as a result of
translation restrictions, Paradox was
brought up to be published – occasionally or regularly - with supplements
written in only one language.
It is possible through these supplements to reach local regions and there-

fore create a wider scope for improved
communication and cooperation between the actors involved. It also allows the
usage of technical terminology and culture from each region.
This first issue is exceptionally compact, as it describes what has happened

in the previous months. It also integrates a first supplement in Portuguese.
Through a mailing list (please consult
our last page), you will be receiving the
next Paradox’s edition directly, in one of
the six languages available.
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José Moreira da Silva,
One of the greatest Portuguese Masters
in the development and application
of Prescribed Burning.

“E

ngineer José Moreira da Silva is
a very special person who left his mark
in all Portuguese wildland professional
spheres. He has left us a testimony of
wildland culture diversity. He was born
among a wildland culture: A respected
man, but a rebel. In 1951 he joined the forest services and his first activities were
connected to plants and nurseries. One
of his first biggest achievements was
reached in Amarante, with an intensive
plant production program in nurseries,
using new technology. The second phase
of his professional journey was a very demanding phase, because he became the

Managing Director of Parque Nacional
da Peneda-Gerês. By this time, he was
already trustee of a huge professional
and personal prestige, strongly encouraging all activities in the Parque, where he
created a strong and straight connection
to research and to universities. After the
70´s, wildland fires started to affect our
country enormously. When facing this
reality, Eng. Moreira da Silva - with his
very lucid mind - started to look towards
other countries for examples that could
assist in Portugal, trying to establish
connections with foreign specialists, to
bring new knowledge to Portugal. Pres-

cribed burning is one of the examples,
where he has been the very first pioneer in Portugal. After all the research,
experimentation and implementation
of prescribed burning in Portugal, José
Moreira da Silva created Forestis - an
association that works with a philosophy
of dynamism and partnership - when he
was already retired from forest services.
Indeed he had an innovative mind, he was
a unique person, a man from Oporto, a
culture man, and a Great Portuguese Forest Professional.
Francisco Castro Rego

Luis Côrte-Real

Homage paid to José Moreira da Silva as being a “remarkable mind from Oporto”, at the National
Culture Centre, in December 2007, a short time before his death.

José Moreira da Silva (second on the right) on the 14th of March 2006, at a presentation to the Minister of Agriculture of a prescribed burning demonstration, in Serra do Marão, where thirty years ago the first global protection plan against wildfires was created through the use of fire.
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FranCE:

The National Prescribed Burning
Network organizes its “XIX” meeting
T

Liliana Bento

he XIX meeting of the National
Prescribed Burning Network has been
held in Marseille from the 21st to the
23rd of May 2008. It was organized by the
French Prescribed Burning Network,
and it brought together almost two hundred participants. This meeting had the
purpose of: Promoting and exchanging
knowledge and experiences in relation
to prescribed burning (including the use
of this technique in fighting wildland fires); to preserve nature and pasturing;
and to emphasize the importance of training and accreditation of technicians.
The meeting days were filled with
theoretical and practical components,
offering the participants the possibility
of discussing the different themes tabled, and also to observe the practical
effects of prescribed burning in the Southern France forests.

Field trip to a prescribed burning plot of land on a limestone landscape at «Calanques», in Carpiagne

T

Liliana Bento

he first day was dedicated mainly
to theme presentation and debating, and
it took place at the auditorium of the military field of Carpiagne. The items for dis-

Bernard Lambert, French Network animator

cussion were in particular about the use
of prescribed burning as a tool to protect
forests against wildfires, fire management and forest conservation, as well as
preserving the natural landscape, pastures, species and their habitats.
The different “Network” teams also
had the opportunity to present prescribed burning examples from certain
regions of France, such as from SaintLaurent-de-Gosse, Pyrenees and Bouches-du-Rhône. Some of these studies
were also officially presented, mainly
in the context of what concerns the use
of fire in Europe, through Fire Paradox
project first results: Fauna and Flora
preservation; visual impact on the landscape caused by the use of fire; promoting
social awareness in relation to the use of
fire and correlations between prescribed
burning and the reduction of carbon dioxide emission.

Liliana Bento

ANNUAL BALANCE

Demonstration of personal protective
equipment

On the second day of the meeting,
the organization prepared a field trip to
places where prescribed burning demonstrations took place, in order to let
the participants know the landscape, the
vegetation communities taken cared for,
fuel types, vegetation types and the pur-

04
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such as: Time sheets updating, development of proper burning application patterns and prescribed burning geographical measuring tools and, research on air
pollution caused by prescribed burns. It
was also suggested to deal with, continuous training improvement, monitoring
pasture fires and more fire prevention

work on the urban forestry interface.
The main (and the most important)
conclusions of this XIX meeting were
compiled back in December 2008, in a
document entitled “XIX Rencontres des
Équipes de Brûlage Dirigé”. During 2009
the “Network” meeting will be held in Arriéje, Pyrenees, in Southern France.
Liliana Bento

pose of each demonstration.
The last day started off with a show
of equipment such as fire prevention and
fire fighting equipment, and ended with
an annual summary of the work developed by the French teams as presented by
Bernard Lambert, the Meeting Moderator. The ongoing focus on training and the
continuous prescribed burning exercises
concerning the forest protection against
wildfires, together with the increase of
the number of participants and the development of a proper prescribed burning

The French
Pyrenees will be
hosting the next “

website, have shown that it was clearly a
positive summary-presentation.
This meeting focused also on fire
fighter-team problems, such as flaring
problems when conducting prescribed
burning exercises. This debate has assisted participants to understand the potential obstacles and how to proceed to
overcome these.
The meeting has ended with some
theme suggestions to be dealt next year,

Liliana Bento

Network” meeting.
In 2009 the “Network”
also celebrates twenty
years of existence.

Moving from the heat of the sun to the shade of a conference room in a new time record

Previous Meeting in Corsica, France.

Asco
Corte

Corsica

The XVIII meeting of the National Prescribed Burning Network was held in
June 2007 in Corte, Corsica Island. This
meetings’ main theme was the use of
prescribed burning on forestry landscapes management and its protection
against wildfires. In a region of intense
agricultural and pastural activity, the
debate was also about the use of prescribed burning to restore the pasture
landscapes, to improve animal vegetation and the pasture fire regulation.
The organization of this meeting had also

arranged a field trip to Vale de Asco, in the
mountainous part of the island, so that the
participants could have the opportunity to
learn more about the landscape, where
prescribed burning was applied.
One of the main and the most important conclusions of this meeting was the
promotion of prescribed burning for the
prevention against wildfires, and also a
better monitoring system of farmers/
shepherds, so that they can harmonize
the execution of prescribed burning at
Corsica Island.

05
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Portugal:
Prescribed Burning and
Fire vs. Fire as presented
on DVD
“PRESCRIBED BURNING” and “FIRE AGAINST FIRE” are the
titles of two documentary videos produced by the National Forestry Authority (AFN) and the (former) General Direction of Forest Resources (DGRF) together with Espaces Méditerranéens
from the Fire Paradox project, directed by Francisco Manso.
A documentary, which concerned the use of fire in prevention – prescribed burning – and the use of fire in fire fighting
– backfire.
In this documentary, prescribed burning and backfire
techniques are presented in two DVD’s, one of fifty minutes
and the other one of forty-five minutes. Through images and
reports of experts in this area, prescribed burning importance is
explained as «a tool to manage forestry landscapes» and backfire
«as an indirect wildfire fighting technique», and as «a fast tool with the
capacity to control a wildfire head using a counter-fire line”.
This documentary appears as an important communication tool towards a
more sophisticated public, because the importance of the above mentioned techniques is enhanced in it, and also for the public in general to understand fire from
a different viewpoint.

To request this DVD set in Portuguese, please send an email to AFN, for the attention of Dina Ribeiro,
whose email address is as follows: d.ribeiro@afn.min-agricultura.pt

06
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“Friendly fire”

has been mentioned during the 13th and
14th edition of the International Festival
“Cine´Eco” in Seia, Portugal
Nicolas Carme

T

The characters that have participated in “One night thinking fire” are
the interveners who have fought a wildfire in Seia back in September 2007.

and by Fire Paradox. The first one was
selected to compete in the 2007 Festival.
After having seen both movies, Paulo
Mateus, the debate’s Moderator and also
Forestry Protection Director, together
The Municipal House of Culture in Seia

he month of October is Cine`Eco´s
month in Seia. In other words, this is the
month when the International Environment Cinema Festival takes place annually at the “Centre for Interpretation” at
Serra da Estrela (CISE). The Fire Paradox project has used this opportunity to
attend this venue during the 13th edition
in 2007 and also again during the 14th
edition in 2008, and presented four documentaries about the use of fire.
During the 13th Edition, the “Fire Paradox” event was organized by Fire Paradox and by the former General Direction
of Forest Resources (DGRF, now known
as National Forestry Authority). Within
the scope of this Festival, a debate developed about the use of fire within the
context of fire prevention and in fire fighting, with specialized professionals
and high school students attending. This
interaction and exchange between the
fire professionals and the public occurred with support provided by two movies,
namely: “Prescribed burning” and “Fire
against Fire”, both produced by DGRF

In 2008 the audience has celebrated the awarded prizes

with some guests such as, Francisco
Manso (Movie Producer), Joaquim Sande
Silva (Professor at the Agricultural School of Coimbra (ESAC) and also a specialist in the Ecology of Fire), Paulo Albino
(expert in the Protection against Forest
Firse (DFCI) in Guarda’s district), and
Jorge Coimbra (the Nature Conservation
and Biodiversity Institute (ICNB)), then

“After two years and
four documentaries
about the use of fire,
Fire Paradox’s focus
on public awareness
in general”.
07

answered questions raised, and then
responded to expressed opinions.
The main queries raised were presented by students, especially in relation
to understanding fire as a “Friend” and
not as an “Enemy”. These were easily
explained by the interveners with one
voice, with as main theme (as used first
by the Fins) “Fire is a bad master but a
good servant”. When in specific conditions and without any control, fire can be
a “bad master” or an “enemy”, because it
causes severe wildfires, but when prescribed burning is used, it is definitely a
“good servant” or a “friend”, and a powerful fire prevention and fire fighting
tool.
Back in 2008, Fire Paradox members
had attended an earlier Cine`Eco´s Festival, with two moves presented. During
this Festival contest, they had presented firstly the movie “One night thinking
about fire”, directed and produced by a
team from Espaces Méditerranéens,
about the use of fire as a fire fighting tool
during 2007, in the Seia wildfire. They
had also presented “The other face of
fire”, directed by Francisco Manso, which
has led into a new debate as it was mainly addressing technical specialists. This
focussed heavily on prescribed burning
as a fire prevention and fire management
forestry tool. This subject is of great importance to the Serra da Estrela region,
with its large Natural Park, so many times destroyed by wildfires, and where
we can find an ancient tradition on the
use of fire for pasture.

The Municipal House of Culture in Seia
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Carlos Teófilo (the left side), Director of this Festival and Lauro António, Artistic Director, alongside
sociologist and journalist Luísa Schmitd, also the reliable organizer of Cine Eco´s debate in 2008

“Fire Paradox’s
philosophy has been
determined:
A wise use of fire
in fire prevention and
in fighting fires is the
main theme of this
Festival”.

“The other side of fire” tells us about prescribed burning history in Portugal, and it’s a tribute to
José Moreira da Silva, the Portuguese “Father” of this technique.

08
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FIRE PARADOX latest news
“European Scientific Summer Base” in Portugal
and Sardinia – a successful Fire Paradox Project
The “2008 European Scientific Summer
Base” was held in Portugal. An activity
being practised continuously for three
years, the first one was held during 2006
in Tivissa, Spain and the second one in
2007 in Lousã, Portugal.
The 2008 Summer Base took place once
more on the 30th June at the Operations
and Technical Forestry Centre (COTF),
from the National Forestry Authority
(AFN) in Lousã.
The 2008 main goals were related to
enhancing the strait operational connection with the “Group of Analysis

and Use of Fire (GAUF)” teams, in
relation to fighting wildfires through
suppression fire: Increasing the knowledge of fire spread through Aerial
Monitoring by capturing images with
thermal and visible cameras and also
through a developed system of communication such as newspapers, videos and photos.
During the summer of 2008, this operational base was active to help fighting
wildfires in Portugal, having an extension operating in Bosa, Sardinia, for two
weeks.

You may find all the work done during “2007 and
2008 European Scientific Summer Base“, and also
suppression fire cases in a number of newspapers
from the base, videos and photos, available on the
website www.fireparadox.org, items “Lousã 2007” and
“Lousã 2008”

4th Meeting of Fire Paradox held in Greece
products. This Fire Paradox meeting
ended with remarks of cardinal importance for the future of the project. The
scientific counselling committee, led by
Armando Gonzalez, from California’s
Forestry Services, asked the following
important question: “Which will be Fire
Paradox legacy in the future?”. Francisco Castro Rego, the Project Coordinator,
has ended the meeting referring that
“Fire Paradox should be remembered
for how it has influenced the policies,
laws, and society in relation to the management and the use of fire. Therefore,
we should be ambitious enough to change European policies in relation to the
use of fire. It is not important how these
tools or products are created, but how
they are going to be used”.
On the 13th June, the organization held

a seminar with Greek professionals
with the main theme: “To enrich the
use of fire management in Greece with
new tools: Suppression fire and prescribed fire”. This seminar had as main
objective to benefit from the Fire Paradox members’ presence, and to begin
a verbal debate about the use of fire in
Greece, now that this is forbidden. Some
professionals, forestry and fire fighters,
and Greek researchers have contributed to the demonstration of some initial
prescribed burning experiences, as well
as the need to legalize backfiring, so
many times used in fire fighting without
permission. (Soon it will be available in
English, French and Greek on a project
video about the seminar and the interveners’ opinions in English and Greek at
www.fireparadox.org).

Liliana Bento

Liliana Bento

Greece was the country selected to host
the 4th Meeting of the Fire Paradox Project. This meeting took place from the 9th
to the 13th of June 2008, at the Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Chania (MAICH), on the island of Crete. The two main
goals of this meeting were to present the
first results from the work developed by
the teams, and also to advance the consolidation of the integration process towards
the final products. On the 9th June, the organization has promoted an optional field
trip to Mont Parnas, in the Athens surroundings, the site where in 2007 summer
a severe wildfire has occurred.
Between the 10th and 12th of June, Fire
Paradox consortium teams have discussed the first project results through a
scientific poster session, and they have
also consolidated the final integration

Greek Civil Protection members listen intensively
to the presenters during this seminar.

Inter-disciplinary integration from the first results of a poster session and
the corresponding explanation of the doubts and questions

09
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FIRE PARADOX latest news

The European Forest Institute and the
Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro University (UTAD) have developed a study
on the prescribed burning potential of
the Carbon Dioxide emissions, resulting from wildfires.
This study was based on “outcome
modelling” and it took place within the
scope of “Evaluation of Educational Policies and Practices”, one of Fire Paradox thirteen modules, which illustrates
that “Prescribed burning is one possible option for mitigation of CO2 emissions in countries most devastated by
wildfires”. How? “Although prescribed
burning is in itself the origin of these
CO2 emissions, which per unit area
vary between a quarter to half of that
produced by fire, its extensive use reduces the area covered by fires”.
(Source: www.cienciahoje.pt)

Fire Paradox
philosophy is promoted
in a prescribed burning
course in Argentina
A six day course concerning “Fire ecology and prescribed burning in agro
ecosystems” was held during October
2008, in Santiago del Estero, Argentine. This theoretical and practical course was promoted by the Fire Paradox
project, offering participants academic
classes and practical training on site as
a “package” including planning, lectures and prescribed burning application.
This course was organized by two Argentine Institutions and partners of
Fire Paradox: Instituto Nacional de
Tecnologia Agropecuaria (INTA), from
the Santiago del Estero region and Centro de Investigación y Experimentación
Forestal Andino Patagónico (CIEFAP)
from the Chubut region.
All the information about this course,
such as the course contents, prescribed burning training on site, and a range of documentation and photos, are
available in Spanish at: www.intasgo.
gov.ar/fuego

The United States of America
welcomes a European perspective
on the use of fire
Fire Paradox philosophy “flew” into the United States
of America to join “The ´88 Fires: Yellowstone and
Beyond” conference, held at Jackson Hole, west state of Wyoming, on September 2008. This conference
was presented by “The International Association of
Wildland Fire” and its main goal was to celebrate the
20th anniversary of the Yellowstone fires and also to
promote a clear sight on the future of wildfire management. In this context, the Fire Paradox project was
invited to present a European vision regarding the
use of fire, entitled: “International Perspectives”.
Therefore, some Fire Paradox members presented
some thoughts related to their experience of European wildfires and also presented their ambitions
to change the European policies on the use of fire.
Francisco Castro Rego, from Portugal, addressed
the American audience on “Lessons learned from
the past and the European Fire Paradox project
philosophy”. Cristina Montiel, from Spain, presented “Changes of fire management policies in
the different European Countries”. From Italy, Stefano
Mazzoleni presented “Fire in the South of Europe: consequences from the occupation
and use of land changes” and from Argentina, Guillermo Defossé spoke about “Management and ecology of fire in Argentina: Lessons learned and future challenges”.
A few ideas on “Wildfire Communication and natural disasters in Europe” and “Media
coverage and public awareness regarding wildfires in Europe” were presented by Patrick Badillo, from France and also by Luísa Schmidt from Portugal respectively.
The most impressive input by the Fire Paradox project to this conference was the presentation of a documentary video, by Francisco Manso”, “The other face of fire”, translated intentionally in English as “Fire in Balance”, with as main purpose, to show the
prescribed burning history in Portugal.
For more information about this conference (in English), please go to International
Association of Wildland Fire at http://www.iawfonline.org/yellowstone.

Cristina Montiel

Prescribed burning
can reduce the Carbon
Dioxide emission
caused by wildfires

Yellowstone typical landscape

10
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FIRE PARADOX latest news

The Fire Paradox project has decided
to participate on the 3rd National Congress of Silviculture held at Taormina,
in Sicily, Italy, last October 2008. This
event was presented by the Italian Forestry Services and brought together
more than four hundred people from
different areas: Academics, scientists,
politicians and economists with the
same goal, to understand the present
situation of the Italian forests and their
value when creating a sustainable forestry management plan.
During 4 days, a considerable number
of speakers presented their studies
and their recent research work, focusing on “forestry as a tool of sustainable development”.
Francisco Castro Rego, Fire Paradox
Coordinator, has shown the project’s
approach to this, when introducing
“prescribed burning as an efficient
tool and a low cost resource on forestry management”. To clarify the utility
of this technique, the video “The other
face of fire” was exhibited, to prove the
prescribed burning benefits, and in
this way to influence the development
of this technique in Italy positively.
For more information about this conference, its programme and some
news related to this meeting, please
visit http://www.congressoselvicoltura2008.org/. Information is available in
Italian, English and French.

The Complutense School in Madrid
welcomes a summer course
on wildfires
In July 2008, El Escorial, Madrid, Spain,
held a course entitled “Wildfires: a catastrophic inevitable event?” organized
by the UCM-GIPSF team from the Fire
Paradox project, within the scope of the
21st Summer Courses Edition, from the
Complutense (see title above) School of
Madrid.
The main objectives of this course were
to debate new challenges and new tendencies related to integrated fire mana-

gement, and also to discuss the correct
use of these tendencies while preventing and fighting fire.
Therefore, the various interested parties
of this audience were soon involved in a
multi-disciplinary-type of debate, having in mind different perspectives and
political and socio-economical aspects,
in relation to wildfires. This course was
a golden opportunity to discuss some of
the preliminary Fire Paradox results.

Universidade Complutense de Madrid

“L´altra faccia
del fuoco”
presented during
the 3rd National
Congress
of Silviculture
in Italy

Speaking about wildfires…

Canary Islands: 1st International
advanced course in Prescribed Burning
and Backfiring
The 1st International advanced course in prescribed burning and backfiring was held in
November 2008 in the Canary Islands, Spain, promoted within the Fire Paradox organization. The goals of this course were related to planning and executing successful
prescribed burning operations; with organized logistics and necessary safety required for
such prescribed burning applications;
executing prescribed burnings in different vegetation fuel models in a range of
fuel structures. Another objective was
to train participants in the correct use
of drip torches, so that the set objectives
can be achieved for each burning exercise (with particular reference to fire intensity control, burning direction and ignition patterns). It was an 80-hour course
certified by the Canary Security Academy
and by Lleida University.

11
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FIRE PARADOX latest news

National and Global

Highlights

Euro-Mediterranean meeting for prescribed
burning professionals promoted in Portugal
The Euro-Mediterranean meeting for
prescribed burning professionals took
place from the 4th to the 8th of February
2009 in the village of Lousã, in Central
Portugal. The meeting brought together
nearly one hundred people from several
countries such as from Portugal, Spain,
France, Italy, Germany and Morocco.
This meeting had as main objective the
following:
To promote prescribed burning techniques and potential and its application potential in Euro-Mediterranean countries;
to allow both active and future professionals from the above countries – some of
whom may not have been familiar with
prescribed burning techniques - to benefit and learn from those participants
having extensive knowledge on their use;
to provide participants the opportunity
to gather first-hand experience through
field trips together with experts; to en-

courage knowledge transfer and promote
interaction and exchange programs with
Euro-Mediterranean prescribed burning
professionals.
The meeting stimulated the understanding and willingness of fire professionals from represented countries to
explain that prescribed burning techniques are not “rarely-used applications”,
but that the technique should rather be
promoted for more regular use, and that

the degree of their usage is rather more
dependent on aspects such as on local
knowledge and site conditions. Wellreceived by the participants, were the
arranged site visits, especially to pine
stands where treatment with prescribed
burning was applied more than 20 years
ago, inside pine forests managed with
prescribed burning on a larger scale, as
well as, as fuel breaks of the National
Fire Prevention Network.

Catalonia: visiting wildfire sites is a way of learning
and preventing. This is one of the Fire Paradox goals
conditions (particularly wind), can affect
fire behaviour.
To strengthen the educational nature
of this field trip, a CD with useful information (documents, photos, charts) was
presented to the participants. One of the
Fire Paradox teams is preparing an educational documentary made after this
occasion.
Javier Blanco

ning perspective in connection with this
48 hectares wildfire.
During this visit, the participants had the
chance to discuss and analyse the way
this wildfire has developed, how did it
spread, and the way fire fighting procedures were adjusted during the cause
of this fire (backfiring actions that were
applied). Also the way in which weather
Javier Blanco

The University of Lleida in Catalonia,
Spain, within the Fire Paradox project
scope, has organized a field trip to Mora
d´Ebre, the site where in July 2007 a wildfire named “Camposines” had occurred. This field trip was organized in the
beginning of December 2008, and had as
main goal to present and promote to the
25 participants, an educational and trai-

Students write down notes with interest, about the information presented
by Marc Castellnou, responsible for fire fighting operations

A perspective about the “Camposines” wildfire, which occurred on the Mediterranean coast, South Catalonia
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FranCE
Prescribed burning is once more a topic
for debate in Corsica
Mountainous and dominantly covered by
woodland, Corsica is an island exposed
to a high frequency of wildfires. Prescribed burning has now been developed
there for some years. After their first
exposure in this regard since 2006, the
Upper Corsica Fire Services have during
the month of November 2008, in Bastia,

presented this “Informal International
Workshop on Prescribed Burning”.
These two days had as objective debating the prescribed burning organization
stationed in the northern part of the
island, as well as to explore the development of the right synergies between
services.

Training
The inter-ministerial French Commission for monitoring and evaluating the
training schemes for those who are
responsible for prescribed burning
actions, met in December 2008 at the
School for Civil Security Implementation, in Valabre.

portugal
League for the Protection of Nature case study
leads into a discussion about a possible balance between
this and the Portuguese wildfires reality,
as it developed over the past five years
During October 2007, the League for
the Protection of Nature (LPN) held a
workshop called “Wildfires in Portugal- 5 years after 2003” in the Agrarian
School of Coimbra, in which a panel of
national and international experts have
presented their critical points of view
about the measures taken in Portugal
since 2003 by the Protection Against
Forest Fires (DFCI). Why 2003? Because
this year has seen the largest area burned-over, ever experienced in Portugal:

Approximately 425 000 ha. Besides that,
20 people lost their lives and many houses and infrastructures were destroyed.
This dramatic fire season led to the society and the Portuguese State to attend
the biggest mobilization ever arranged
around forest fires issue.
In 2003, the League for the Protection
of Nature (LPN) held a conference to
reflect about 2003 dramatic fire season
(“Forest fires 2003: An urgent reflexion”), and invited a group of several na-

The relationship between the
grazing and the forest fires
discussed at UTAD
During 2007 - during the exceptional dry months of October and especially November)
- half of the areas burnt in Portugal were in the North, at Minho and Trás-os-Montes,
traditionally grazing lands and a land where prescribed fire is used.
After this re-occurring event, the Forestry Department of the University of Trás-osMontes and Alto Douro (UTAD) organized a Technical Seminar in December 2008 entitled “The relationship between the grazing and forest fires”.
This seminar integrates well in a study on “The use of fire to renew the Portuguese
pasture”, a study carried out under the Forest Focus European Programme, aimed
at following the European forestry ecosystems condition. This happened thanks to a
successful association between UTAD and the National Forestry Authority (AFN). This
seminar had as its purpose also the presentation of results, conclusions and recommendations of this study, promoting an extensive debate between the participants and
the people who are responsible for the management of the forestry areas (researchers,
civil community organizations and public sector entities).

tional experts.
Five years later,
LPN gathered
again a group
of experts with
as main goal
to
promote
a discussion
on what has
changed in the Portuguese forests
and what has changed in fire prevention
and forest fire fighting.

New Law on the use
of technical fire when
preventingfire,
and fighting fire,
in Portugal
Decree Law n. º 17/2009, of 14th January
2009 came into force, and it is an amendment to Decree Law n. º 124/2006, of
28th June. In what concerns the use of
fire, the new sub-headings adjudge that
“the rules concerning the use of fire will
be observed for all technical operations
of fire and not only for the prescribed
burning. Similarly, fire suppression action will be framed in legislation, allowing therefore a clear regulation of the
use and safeguarding of all persons involved in the “theatres of operations.”
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Wheather Conditions Report

Highlights

In the beginning of December, a continued dry and windy storm supported a
huge fire in Rhodes Island.
However, the prevailing scenario during
the last quarter of 2008 was the continued rainfalls that reached the Atlantic
Coast of Southern Europe as well as the
Western Mediterranean basin.
The month of October was a typical rainy
period, especially in the Canary Islands
of the Atlantic Ocean. From November
onwards, much rain was also recorded
in Sardinia and Corsica. Until the end of

November, Portugal had frequent rainy
cycles, but at a low intensity, not sufficient to wet the soil. As a result prescribed burning in pine forests was not
possible before the end of the month.
Since December, from the Iberian Peninsula to Italy, snow occurred in abundance almost continuously, and significantly restricted the opportunity for
prescribed burning application.
The remainder of the 2008-2009 prescribed burning season was particularly
mild in Southern Europe.

François Binggeli

A long and rainy period restrains prescribed burning development
and application in Europe

Serra da Lousã - in Portugal, 2nd December 2008: the last time it had snowed there at
such a significant scale was 20 years ago

international
Brasil – Estado do São Paulo
Sugar cane prescribed burning
at night
In Ribeirão Preto, the burning of the
straw sugar cane is forbidden during
daytime, between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m.
Further to an expert in Atmospheric
Chemistry, “The only advantage of
this daytime prohibition is that at night there will be less air flow”.
“With a mechanization steam, we
have fewer areas in need to be burned”- Union of Cana-de-Açucar (UNICA)- “the time table prohibition is not
a problem”.
During the six months burning restriction between June and November,
“19.880 authorized announcements
for prescribed burning. 9,1 thousands
of hectares were burned.”

Date: 2-12-2008
Source: “Gazeta de Ribeirão”
Original title: Less fire on sugar cane

http://www.gazetaderibeirao.com.br/conteudo/mostra_noticia.asp?noticia=1609325&area=92020&authe
nt=03887411220
50BA317F8AB2BFE9B1

Brasil – Estado do Rio
Reduction of sugar cane plantations burning
The sugar cane plantations burning so criticized for its environmental pollution
and energy waste, should take 12 years to be eliminated from the State of Rio.
According to the Secretary of State for the Environment, the factories need time to
adjust the plantations and to invest on the right mechanization of farming, so that
burning could be eliminated.
The secretary said that buyers who normally make environmental and labour demands to the producers must be willing to pay more for the products.
Date: 1-12-2008
Source: “O Globo”
Original title: The elimination of burning sugar cane plantations in Rio just within 12
years
http://oglobo.globo.com/projetos/biocombustivel2008/mat/2008/12/01/eliminacao_das_queimadas_nas_plantacoes_de_
cana_fluminenses_so_daqui_12_anos-586789378.asp

Laos - Ásia
The agriculture after been burnt contributes to the fight of the
greenhouse effect
According to the study made in Laos by the research institute IRD and NAFRI, the
itinerant agriculture on burned land could help the storage of organic carbon. The
results show that maintaining these ancient practices “could perform a key role in
limiting the greenhouse effect linked to human activities”.
Date: 3-12-2008
Source: “Notre Planète Info”
Original Title: When the burn agriculture contributes to the fight of the greenhouse effect
http://www.notre-planete.info/actualites/actu_1829_agriculture_brulis_lutte_effet_de_serre.php
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IndonEsia
Indonesia and global warming
Being the third world carbon emitter, Indonesia undertakes an ambitious programme to reduce its emissions.
Date: 3-12-2008
Source: “Le Figaro”
Original title: Indonesia is concerned about the global warming

http://www.lefigaro.fr/international/2008/11/26/01003-20081126ARTFIG00052-l-indonesie-s-inquiete-du-rechauffementclimatique-.php

Senegal
Mobilization against wildfires
With a compressed herbaceous covering this year, all the actors are mobilized against wildfires, namely with
“a 3.000 km fire line and repairing
4.000”.
Date: 3-12-2008
Source: “Le Soleil”
Original title: Fighting wildfires in Kaolack: Djibo Kâ sounds mobilization of
all actors

USA - California
Hot landslides may have set off
mystery wildfires
Is it possible that a landslide get
spontaneously combusted? Yes, it is,
if it contains the right kind of rocks.
Date: 10-12-2008
Source: “New scientist”
Original Title: Hot landslides may have
set off mystery wildfires

Greece – The Island of Rhodes
An island in fire and cut from
the rest of the world
Two important wildfires were developed still under dry conditions, during a
storm. The Island of Rhodes had to fight
fire without any planes or external land
reinforcements, because the sky and
the sea conditions were unsuitable.
DDate: 5-12-2008
Source: “Proodos”
Original title: More than 30,000 acres of forest
area has been destroyed by fire yesterday
http://www.proodos.net/details.asp?ID=5559&catID=6

USA - California
Night shifts and direct attack:
a lost art?

USA - California
A Group promoted the use of prescribed burning
in “Mendocino” National Forest.

As a result of a security measure, the
Californian Forestry Services have
determined that it is very dangerous
to fight fires in areas of high slopes.
Two of the more common tactics of fighting wildfires are rarely used now,
in other words, the direct attack and
changing night shifts to benefit from
better firefighting conditions while
the fire calms down.

A group called “Restore the Mendo” intended to promote the use of prescribed
burning in “Mendocino National Forest”, North California. Even though some prescribed burning is done in this forest, this group would like to get substantially
increased the number of burned hectares .

Date: 7-12-2008
Source: “WildfireToday”
Original title: Night shifts and direct attack: a lost art?

Date: 10-12-2008
Source: “WildfireToday”
Original Title: Group organizes to support Rx burns on Mendocino NF

http://wildfiretoday.blogspot.com/2008/12/
night-shifts-and-direct-attack-lost-art.
html?showComment=1228762920000

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20026855.100hot-landslides-may-have-set-off-mystery-wildfires.html

http://www.lesoleil.sn/article.php3?id_article=41729

http://wildfiretoday.blogspot.com/2008/12/group-organizes-to-support-rx-burns-on.html

Spain – Canary Islands
Applications for controlled burning of stubble
The environmental Council of El Hierro Town, has received a total of 109 applications for controlled burning of stubble during this year, mostly starting
as from the month of October.
The controlled burning of stubble is a service available from the Environmental Council aiming that this operation does not damage nature and that
it is performed under the best possible conditions.
Date: 19-12-2008
Source: “La Opinion”
Original title: Applications for controlled burning of stubble
http://www.laopinion.es/secciones/noticia.jsp?pRef=2008121900_3_188649__Islas-solicitudes-quema-rastrjo-superaron-centenar
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ItalY – SardINIA
Useful fire has been
reintroduced in this Great
Italian Island deeply marked
by huge wildfires

“How to stop a fire? By giving flames a
scientifical use.”
In Sardinia, forestry professionals have
a new strategy: “to use fire to stop a
wildfire under wood”.
In the scope of Fire Paradox programme, “specialized teams are born to use
back-fire” when fire fighting. “The use
of flames against flames it’s an ancient
technique. The aim is to withdraw combustible of the head fire”.
Date: 2-12-2008
Source: “L”Unione Sarda”
Original Title: Il fuoco buono nell'isolabracier.
http://www.comunesantulussurgiu.it/stampa/02_12_
fuoco.pdf

USA - Florida
Prescribed burning is clean and
helpful

Australia
Remarkable: From a water balloon
shock an idea is created!
There is one more resource to give support to
the wildfire fighting. PCADS system was inspired on a boy that accurately has dropped a water
balloon on his father’s head from a third floor.
The father has admired the accuracy of his son
manual labour and he has developed an inventive firefighting technology- PCADS.
http://www.gizmag.com/pcads--from-waDate: 30-12-2008
ter-balloons-to-a-killer-app-firefightingtechnology/10635/
Source: “Gizmag”
Original Title: PCADS-from water balloons to killer app firefighting technology

France
Farmers and sustainable
development
A farmers’ cooperative in Loir-etCher, concerned about the environment, bought a special machine to
sow rape without burning culms.
Date: 7-12-2008
Source: “Larep”
Original title: Farmers that think about
sustainable development

Considerations on the effects of prescribed burning in Florida’s air quality,
particularly regarding carbon dioxide
emissions and some myths associated with prescribed burning.
Data: 6-12-2008
Author: Lane Green
Source: “The Ledger”
Original title: Prescribed Burns Are
Clean, Helpful
http://www.theledger.com/article/20081206/COLUM
NISTS/812060302?Title=Prescribed_Burns_Are_Clean__Helpful

Highlights

Argentina
Back Fire in a military camp
A wildfire in a military camp is contained by a backfire in the beginning
of 2009.
Date: 5-1-2009
Source: “Apfdigital”
Original text: Wildfire near a military
building in Villaguay
http://www.apfdigital.com.ar/despachos.asp?cod_
des=117537

USA
Trees to power their own wildfire sensors
Massachusetts Institute of Technology researchers found out that trees have a
small electric charge. At this time, green energy has a new meaning, the trees can
supply energy to wildfire sensors.
Date: 18-12-2008
Source: “Popular Mechanics”

Título original: Trees to power their own wildfire sensors
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/earth/4295920.html

World
Planet Earth: Ubiquitous Fire
Fire is ubiquitous; it can be both a tool and a destructive force. Across the world,
fire is used to stimulate growth in pastures or to clear ground for agriculture. It is
an essential element of many ecosystems that rely in fire to clean the dead plants,
returning nutrients to the soil. On the other hand, fire can be easily out of control,
threatening fragile ecosystems, properties and human lives.
Date: 13-01-2009
Source: “Earthobservatory”
Original Title: Global Fires

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=36220
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Supplement “Paradox n° 1”
Our first edition is also composed by a Portuguese
supplement of 9 pages about Portugal.

Paradox Portugal
In this Portuguese Supplement you can find the following articles:
- GEFoCo: a national tool used in prescribed burning by the Forest Protetion
Against Wildfires in Portugal.
Group of Experts on Fire Controlled,
GEFoCo allows a great development of
prescribed burning technique and promotes a great efficacy in those actions
from Forest Protection Against Wildfires in Portugal having had a positive
balance in 2008.
- Group of Analysis and Use of Fire, a
new reality when fighting wildfires in
Portugal.
GAUF´s main goal is to help in fighting
against wildfires. Their mission is to
consider wildfire situation and to give
support to the fire fighting strategy, namely through the use of fire.

main goals in the summer of 2008
The experience obtained in 2007 allowed
GAUF teams to reflect on the successful
results and this lead them to a better fitting in 2008. 2008 was a quiet year considering operational terms and it was
favourable in training actions.
- Example of a tactical fire manoeuvre
held at Ourém on the 12th September
2008
- GAUF 2008 device

I want to receive “Paradox”

- GAUF Members 2008
- GAUF activities in 2007 and 2008 on
Fire Paradox “press”.

- GAUF accomplishes their team’s

To receive “Paradox” newspaper in pdf
version as well as its supplements please
register now!
Please send an email with the word
“Paradox” to the below mentioned
email address.

A newspaper for professionals... with professionals,
as yourself!
An Information that could be of public interest? A photograph with informative value?
A publication to be announced? An idea to be shared? A testimony to become shared?
An advanced experience? The wish of writing an article?
This newspaper can benefit from your contribution, in these international pages as
well as in the supplements that can be published each language. You can also join our
national and regional correspondent teams.
In order to forward us useful information, documents and make any proposal, you can
email us to the following address: paradox.news@fireparadox.org

To cancel your registration, please send
us an email with the Word “De-registration”. We will only use the information we
collect from your enrolment to provide
the services you request.
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